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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to shed light on the problem of controlling
a complex network with minimal control energy. We show first that
the control energy depends on the time constant of the modes of the
network, and that the closer the eigenvalues are to the imaginary axis
of the complex plane, the less energy is required for complete con-
trollability. In the limit case of networks having all purely imaginary
eigenvalues (e.g. networks of coupled harmonic oscillators), several
constructive algorithms for minimum control energy driver node selec-
tion are developed. A general heuristic principle valid for any directed
network is also proposed: the overall cost of controlling a network is
reduced when the controls are concentrated on the nodes with highest
ratio of weighted outdegree vs indegree.
Significance statement Controlling a complex network, i.e., steering the
state variables associated to the nodes of the networks from a configuration
to another, can cost a lot of energy. The problem studied in the paper
is how to choose the controls so as to minimize the overall cost of a state
transfer. It turns out that the optimal strategy for minimum energy control
of a complex network consists in placing the control inputs on the nodes that
have the highest skewness in their degree distributions, i.e., the highest ratio
between their weighted outdegree and indegree.
∗Corresponding author: C. Altafini. Email: claudio.altafini@liu.se
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1 Introduction
Understanding the basic principles that allow to control a complex network is
a key prerequisite in order to move from a passive observation of its function-
ing to the active enforcement of a desired behavior. Such an understanding
has grown considerably in recent years. For instance the authors of [22] have
used classical control-theoretical notions like structural controllability to de-
termine a minimal number of driver nodes (i.e., nodes of the network which
must be endowed with control authority) that guarantee controllability of a
network. Several works have explored the topological properties underlying
such notions of controllability [8, 11, 21, 26, 27, 31], or have suggested to
use other alternative controllability conditions [10, 25, 47]. Several of these
approaches are constructive, in the sense that they provide receipts on how
to identify a subset of driver nodes that guarantees controllability. How-
ever, as observed for instance in [45], controllability is intrinsically a yes/no
concept that does not take into account the effort needed to control a net-
work. A consequence is that even if a network is controllable with a certain
set of driver nodes, the control energy that those nodes require may result
unrealistically large. Achieving “controllability in practice” i.e., with a lim-
ited control effort, is a more difficult task, little understood in terms of the
underlying system dynamics of a network. In addition, in spite of the nu-
merous attempts [4, 7, 20, 25, 28, 29, 37, 38, 41, 45, 46], no clear strategy
has yet emerged for the related problem of selecting the driver nodes so as
to minimize the control energy.
The aim of this paper is to tackle exactly these two issues, namely: i)
to shed light on what are the dynamical properties of a network that make
its controllability costly; and ii) to develop driver node placement strategies
requiring minimum control energy. We show in the paper that for linear dy-
namics the natural time constants of the modes of the system are key factors
in determining how much energy a control must use. Since the time constants
of a linear system are inversely proportional to the real part of its eigenvalues,
systems that have eigenvalues near the imaginary axis (i.e., nearly oscilla-
tory behavior) are easier to control than systems having fast dynamics (i.e.,
eigenvalues with large real part). For networks of coupled harmonic oscilla-
tors, which have purely imaginary eigenvalues, we show that it is possible to
obtain explicit criteria for minimum energy driver node placement. One of
these criteria ranks nodes according to the ratio between weighted outdegree
and weighted indegree. We show that for any given network such criterion
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systematically outperforms a random driver node assignment even by orders
of magnitude, regardless of the metric used to quantify the control energy.
2 Methods
Reachability v.s. Controllability to 0. A linear system
x˙ = Ax+Bu (1)
is controllable if there exists an input u(t) that transfers the n-dimensional
state vector x(t) from any point xo to any other point xf in Rn. The Kalman
rank condition for controllability, rank([BABA2B . . . AkB]) = n for k suf-
ficiently large, only provides a yes/no answer but does not quantifies what
is the cost, in term of input effort, of such state transfer. A possible ap-
proach to investigate “controllability in practice” consists in quantifying the
least energy that a control requires to accomplish the state transfer, i.e.,
in computing u(t) mapping xo in xf in a certain time tf while minimizing
E(tf ) =
∫ tf
0
‖u(τ)‖2dτ . For linear systems like (1), a closed form solution to
this problem exists and the resulting cost is
E(tf ) = (xf − eAtfxo)TW−1r (tf )(xf − eAtfxo), (2)
where the matrix Wr(tf ) =
∫ tf
0
eAτBBT eA
T τdτ is called the reachability
Gramian [2]. The control that achieves the state transfer xo → xf with
minimal cost can be computed explicitly:
u(t) = BT eA
T (tf−t)W−1r (tf )(xf − EAtfxo), t ∈ [0, tf ]. (3)
Various metrics have been proposed to quantify the difficulty of the state
transfer based on the Gramian, like its minimum eigenvalue λmin(Wr), its
trace tr(Wr), or the trace of its inverse tr(W
−1
r ), see [24] and also SI for a
more detailed description.
We would like now to describe how (2) depends on the eigenvalues of
A. In order to do that, one must observe that (2) is the sum of con-
tributions originating from two distinct problems: 1): controllablity-from-
0 (or reachability, as it is normally called in control theory [2]) and 2):
controllablity-to-0. The first problem consists in choosing xo = 0, in which
case (2) reduces to Er(tf ) = xTfW−1r (tf )xf , while in the second xf = 0 leads
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to Ec(tf ) = xToW−1c (tf )xo where Wc(tf ) = e−AT tfWr(tf )e−Atf is a second
Gramian, called the controllability Gramian. The two problems are char-
acterized by different types of difficulties when doing a state transfer, all
related to the stability of the eigenvalues of A. For instance the reachability
problem is difficult along the stable eigendirections of A because the control
has to win the natural decay of the unforced system to 0, while the unstable
eigenvalues help the system escaping from 0 by amplifying any small input
on the unstable eigenspaces, see Fig. 1 for a graphical explanation. The sur-
faces of Er(tf ) shown in Fig. 1 (a) reflect these qualitative differences. On
the contrary, the influence of the eigenvalues of A is the opposite for the
controllability-to-0 problem shown in Fig. 1 (b). Hence if we want to eval-
uate the worst-case cost of a transfer between any xo and any xf (problem
sometimes referred to as complete controllability [35]), we have to combine
the difficult cases of the two situations just described. This can be done
combining the two Gramians into a “mixed” Gramian Wm obtained splitting
A into its stable and antistable parts and forming a reachability subGramian
for the former and a controllability subGramian for the latter, see SI for the
details. Such Gramian can be computed in closed form only when the time
of the transfer tends to infinity. In the infinite time horizon, in fact, both
Wr and Wc diverge, but their inverses are well-posed and depend only on the
stable modes the former and the unstable modes the latter. These are the
parts constituting the inverse of Wm, see Fig. 1 (c). A finite-horizon version
of Wm (and W
−1
m ) can be deduced from the infinite horizon ones.
Eigenvalues of random matrices. The so-called circular law states that
a matrix A of entries aij/
√
n where aij are i.i.d. random variables with
zero-mean and unit variance has spectral distribution which converges to the
uniform distribution on the unit disk as n→∞, regardless of the probability
distribution from which the aij are drawn [1]. A numerical example is shown
in Fig. 2(a) (top left panel). By suitably changing the diagonal entries, the
unit disk can be shifted horizontally at will, for instance rendering the entire
spectrum stable (Fig. 2(a), top mid panel) or antistable (Fig. 2(a), top right
panel). A random matrix is typically a full matrix, meaning that the underly-
ing graph of interactions is fully connected. The circular law is however valid
also for sparse matrices, for instance for Erdo˝s-Re´nyi (ER) topologies. If p is
the edge probability, then A = (aij)/
√
p · n still has eigenvalues distributed
uniformly on the unit disk, see Fig. S1(a).
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A generalization of the circular law is the elliptic law, in which the unit
disk containing the eigenvalues of A is squeezed in one of the two axes. To
do so, the pairs of entries {aij, aji} of A have to be drawn from a bivariate
distribution with zero marginal means and covariance matrix expressing the
compression of one of the two axes, see [1]. Various examples of elliptic laws
are shown in the lower panels of Fig. 2 (a). Also elliptic laws generalize to
sparse matrices, see Fig. S1(a).
3 Results
Control energy as a function of the real part of the eigenvalues of A.
In a driver node placement problem, the inputs affect a single node, hence
the columns of B are elementary vectors, i.e., vectors having one entry equal
to 1 and the rest equal to 0. When A is a random matrix, the underlying
graph is generically fully connected, hence issues like selection of the number
of driver nodes based on the connectivity of the graph become irrelevant.
Having disentangled the problem from topological aspects, the dependence
of the control effort from other factors, like the spectrum of A, becomes
more evident and easier to investigate. If for instance we place driver nodes at
random and use the mixed Gramian Wm to form the various energy measures
mentioned above for quantifying the control effort, then we have the results
shown in Fig. 2(b). As expected, all indicators improve with the number of
inputs. What is more interesting is that when we repeat the computation
for the various spectral distributions of Fig. 2(a), the result is that the cost
of controllability decreases when the (absolute value of the) real part of the
eigenvalues of A decreases. All measures give an unanimous answer on this
dependence, regardless of the number of inputs considered. In particular,
when A has eigenvalues which are very close to the imaginary axis (lower
right panel of Fig. 2(a) and cyan curves in Fig. 2(b)) then the worst-case
controllability direction is easiest to control (i.e., λmin(Wm) is bigger), but
also the average energy needed for controllability on all directions decreases
(i.e., tr(Wm) increases and tr(W
−1
m ) decreases).
Recall that in a linear unforced dynamical system the real part of the
eigenvalues of A determines how fast/slow a system converges to the ori-
gin (stable eigenvalues, when real part of λ(A) is negative) or diverges to
∞ (unstable eigenvalues, when real part of λ(A) is positive). Such conver-
gence/divergence speed grows with the absolute value of the real part of λ(A).
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In the complete controllability problem, both stable and unstable modes of
A are gathered together, and all have to be “dominated” by the controls to
achieve controllability. When the modes of the system are all slow, like when
they are very close to the imaginary axis, then the energy needed to domi-
nate them all is lower than when some of them are fast (i.e., the eigenvalues
have large real part).
An identical result is valid also for sparse matrices. In particular, for ER
graphs with edge probability p = 0.05 and coefficients from a bivariate normal
distribution (yielding elliptic laws as in Fig. S1(a)), the various norms used
to quantify input energy are shown in Fig. S1(b). Their pattern is identical
to the full graph case of Fig. 2(b).
The computations shown in Fig. 2(b) are performed with the infinite-
horizon mixed Gramian Wm described in the SI, because such Wm can be
easily computed in closed form. A finite-horizon Wm(tf ) can be approxi-
mately obtained from it, but the arbitrarity of tf makes it hard to set up an
unbiased comparison of the various spectral distributions of A of Fig. 2(a),
which are characterized by widely different time constants (inversely corre-
lated to the amplitude of the real part of λ(A)). Observe in Fig. S2 how the
various measures of controllability computed with a finite-time Wm(tf ) tend
all to the infinite-time Wm but with different speeds.
Driver node placement based on weighted connectivity. In the anal-
ysis carried out so far the driver nodes were chosen randomly. A topic that
has raised a remarkable interest in recent times (and which is still open in
our knowledge) is devising driver node placement strategies that are efficient
in terms of input energy [4, 7, 20, 28, 29, 37, 41, 46]. If we consider as
weighted indegree and outdegree at node i the sum of the weights in ab-
solute value of all incoming or outgoing edges, i.e., win(i) =
∑n
j=1 |aij| and
wout(i) =
∑n
j=1 |aji| (a normalization factor such as
√
p · n can be neglected),
then a strategy that systematically beats random input assignment consists
in ranking the nodes according to the ratio rw(i) = wout(i)/win(i) and plac-
ing inputs on the nodes with highest rw. In Fig. 3(a) the λmin(Wm) of this
driver node placement strategy is compared with a random selection. If for
full graphs the improvement is minimal, as the graphs become sparser it
increases, and for ER networks with p = 0.01 the λmin(Wm) obtained by
controlling nodes with high rw is more than twice that of the random choice
of controls, see Fig. 3(b). As can be seen in Fig. S3, all measures of input
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energy show a qualitatively similar improvement. When the topology of the
network renders the values of rw more extreme, like when direct scale-free
(SF) graphs are chosen, with indegree exponent bigger than outdegree ex-
ponent [5], see Fig. S4, then the improvement in choosing driver nodes with
high rw becomes much more substantial, even of orders of magnitude bigger
than a random selection, see Fig. 3(b) and Fig. S5 for more details.
What we deduce from such results is that once the technical issues asso-
ciated with minimal controllability can be neglected, a general criterion for
controlling a network with a limited input cost is to drive the nodes having
the maximal disembalance between their weighted outdegree and indegree.
Notice that our computation of weighted out/indegrees considers the total
sum of weights in absolute value. When signs are taken into account in
computing win and wout, then no significant improvement over random input
placement is noticeable. This is connected to the quadratic nature of the
Gramian.
It is worth emphasizing that for a dynamical system the concept of driver
node is not intrinsic, but basis-dependent. In fact, just like the idea of
adjacency matrix of a graph is not invariant to a change of basis in state
space, so inputs associated to single nodes (i.e., to single state variables) in
the original basis become scattered to all variables in another representation
of the same system, see Fig. 4(a). If we take a special basis in which the modes
are decoupled (for instance the Jordan basis), then the contribution of the
nodes to the modes (i.e., the eigenvectors of A) provide useful information
for the investigation of minimum input energy problems. The topic is closely
related to the so-called participation factors analysis in power networks [30].
Also quantities like win and wout are basis-dependent and become nearly
equal for instance if in (1) we pass to a Jordan basis. On the contrary, the
eigenvalues ofA are invariant to a change of basis. Hence as a general rule, the
control energy considerations that are consequence of the time constants of
the system (like the dependence on the real part of the eigenvalues illustrated
in Fig. 2) are “more intrinsic” than those that follow from the particular basis
representation we have available for a network.
Real part of the eigenvalues and controllability with bounded con-
trols. From what we have seen above, the control energy is least when the
real part of the eigenvalues tends to vanish. In the limit case of all eigen-
values of A being purely imaginary, we recover a known result from control
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theory affirming that controllability from any xo to any xf can be achieved
in finite time by means of control inputs of bounded amplitude. As a matter
of fact, an alternative approach used in control theory to take into account
the control cost of a state transfer is to impose that the amplitude of the
input stays bounded for all times (rather than the total energy), and to
seek for conditions that guarantees controllability with such bounded con-
trols [6, 15, 18]. Assume u ∈ Ω, with Ω a compact set containing the origin,
for instance Ω = [−1, 1]m, where m is the number of control inputs. The
constraint u ∈ Ω guarantees that we are using at all times a control which
has an energy compatible with the physical constraints of our network. The
consequence is, however, that reaching any point in Rn may require a longer
time, or become unfeasible. In particular a necessary and sufficient condition
for any point to be reachable from 0 in finite time when u ∈ Ω is that no
eigenvalue of A has a negative real part, see SI. This is clearly connected with
our previous considerations on the reachability problem without bounds on
u: when all modes of A are unstable then the input energy required to reach
any state from 0 is low (Fig. 1(a)) and becomes negligible for sufficiently
long time horizons. On the contrary, transferring any state to 0 in finite
time with u ∈ Ω is possible if and only if no eigenvalue of A has a positive
real part. Also in this case the extra constraints on the input amplitude
reflects the qualitative reasoning stated above and shown in Fig. 1(b). Also
in the bounded control case, considering a generic transfer from any state
xo to any other state xf means combining the two scenarios just described:
formally a system is completely controllable from any xo to any xf in finite
time and with bounded control amplitude u ∈ Ω if and only if all eigenvalues
of A have zero real part, see SI for the details. The findings discussed above
for u unbounded are completely coherent with this alternative approach to
“practical controllability”.
Systems with purely imaginary eigenvalues: the case of coupled
harmonic oscillators. A special case of linear system with purely imagi-
nary eigenvalues is a network of n coupled harmonic oscillators, represented
by a system of second order ODEs
Mq¨ +Kq = Bu (4)
where M = MT > 0 is the inertia matrix, K = KT > 0 is the stiffness
matrix, typically of the form K = Kd + L, with Kd > 0 diagonal and L a
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Laplacian matrix representing the couplings. In (4) the controls are forces,
and the input matrix B contains elementary vectors in correspondence of the
controlled nodes. The state space representation of (4) is
x˙ = Aox+Bou (5)
with
x =
[
Mq
Mq˙
]
∈ R2n, Ao =
[
0 I
−KM−1 0
]
, and Bo =
[
0
B
]
.
The system (5) has purely imaginary eigenvalues equal to ±iωj, j = 1, . . . , n,
where ωj are the natural frequencies of the oscillators. If Ω
2 = diag(ω21, . . . , ω
2
n)
and Ψ =
[
ψ1 . . . ψn
]
is the matrix of corresponding eigenvectors, then in the
so-called modal basis the oscillators are decoupled and one gets the state
space representation
z˙ = A1z +B1u
=
[
0 I
−Ω2 0
]
z +
[
0
ΨTM−1B
]
u
(6)
where z =
[
Ψ−1 0
0 Ψ−1
]
x. See SI for the details. When a system has
purely imaginary eigenvalues, the finite time Gramian diverges as tf → ∞.
However, in the modal basis (6) the Gramian is diagonally dominant and
linear in tf , hence as tf grows it can be approximated by a diagonal matrix
which can be computed explicitly [3]:
Wz(tf ) ≈
n∑
j=1
βj
2M2j

(ψ1j )
2
ω21
. . .
(ψnj )
2
ω2n
(ψ1j )
2
. . .
(ψnj )
2

tf , (7)
where βj = 1 if the j-th input is present and 0 otherwise. Using (7), the
three measures of control energy adopted in this paper give rise to simple
strategies for minimum energy driver nodes placement, which in some cases
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can be computed exactly for any n (for instance for the metric tr(Wz), see
SI). Fig. 4 shows that such strategies are always beating a random driver
node placement, often by orders of magnitude.
Also wout/win is still a good heuristic for driver node placement strategy.
This can be understood by observing that the model (4) is symmetric hence
for it in- and out-degrees are identical. However, since Ao has rows rescaled
by M−1, wout is affected directly: when the inertia Mii is big, the corre-
sponding wout(i) =
∑n
j=1Kji/Mii is small and viceversa. No specific effect is
instead induced on win. In the representation (5), selecting nodes according
to wout/win means placing control inputs on the lighter masses, see Fig. 4 (d).
When the harmonic oscillators are decoupled (L = 0) then m < n means con-
trollability is lost, but nevertheless the least control energy of the m inputs
is indeed obtained when driving the oscillators of least inertia. A weak (and
sparse) coupling allows to recover controllability, while the least inertia as op-
timal driver node strategy becomes suboptimal. When the coupling becomes
stronger (for instance when the coupling graph is more connected) then the
inertia of an oscillator is less significant as a criterion for selection of driver
nodes: the modes of the system are now spread throughout the network and
no longer localized on the individual nodes. As shown in Fig. S6, in a fully
connected network of harmonic oscillators, driver node strategies based on
wout/win and on tr(Wz) tend to perform considerably worse for the other
measures (λmin(Wz) and tr(W
−1
z )), while for a sparse graph (here ER graphs
with p = 0.05), of the three explicit optimal driver node placement strategies
available in this case, tr(Wz) has a high overlap with wout/win, see Fig. 4
(b), while the other two tend to rank controls in somewhat different ways.
Given that in this case we have three strategies that are (near) optimal for
the chosen measure of control energy, the dissimilarity of the node rankings
of these three strategies means that the driver node placement problem is
heavily dependent on the way control energy is quantified.
Controlling vibrations of polyatomic molecules. Coupled harmonic
oscillators are used in several applicative contexts, for instance in the active
control of mechanical vibrations [12, 19] or in that of flexible multi-degree
structures (aircrafts, spacecrafts, see [17]) where our controllability results
can be applied straightforwardly (and compared with analogous/alternative
approaches described for instance in [3, 14, 17, 19, 32, 39, 42]). Another
context in which they are used is in controlling molecular vibrations of poly-
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atomic molecules [43, 48]. The assumption of harmonicity is valid in the
regime of small oscillations near equilibrium, in which the potential energy
is approximated well by the parabola V (q) = 1
2
qTKq (here q is the quantum
expectation value of the displacement from the equilibrium position and only
vibrational degrees of freedom are considered1). The node-driving setting de-
scribed by (5) corresponds here to controlling the vibrations of single bonds,
as in mode-selective chemistry [9, 36, 48]. In the modal basis (6), the free
evolution of the modes (i.e., A1) is decoupled, but not the input matrix B1,
see Fig. 4(a). The B1 terms in (6) specify how the energy exciting a specific
vibrational bond propagates through the entire molecule and affects all its
modal frequencies. The methods developed above for quantifying the control
energy are applicable also to this context. In particular the Gramian can be
used to estimate the energy spreading of a monochromatic input field: for
the j-th bond it is proportional to the j-th row of Ψ (i.e., it consists of the
j-th components of all eigenvectors ψ1, . . . , ψn).
The basic principle we have adopted so far (minimize the input energy,
here the fluence of the pumping field) implicitly favours the selection of inputs
having a broad “coverage” in the modal basis, or, said otherwise, favours the
intramolecular spreading of vibrational energy to the entire molecule. This
is clearly not the main task of selective-mode laser chemistry, which on the
contrary aims at keeping as much energy as possible concentrated on specific
bonds or modes. Given that the power of the laser field is not a limiting
factor, a control problem that can be formulated using the tools developed in
this paper is for instance to choose m monochromatic excitations selectively
tuned on the stiffness constants of m bonds (i.e. for us certain columns
of Bo) so as i) to guarantee controllability; ii) to maximize the power at
a certain mode ωk (representing for example a conformational change that
one wants to achieve in the molecule [9]). For the diagonal Gramian (7), this
amounts to choosing the indexes j1, . . . , jm ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that
∑m
`=1(ψ
k
j`
)2
is maximized, a problem which can be solved exactly once Ψ is known. Notice
that even when energy spreads through the bonds because of the couplings,
it is in principle possible to “refocus” it towards a single bond using the
dynamics of the system. In the linear regime, a formula like (3) can be used
to compute explicitly the controls needed to refocus it on a specific bond,
1For a molecule of n atoms the number of independent degrees of freedom is 3n − 5
i.e., 3 for each atom, minus the coordinates of the center of mass. All masses and stiffness
constants should be rescaled relative to it.
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corresponding for instance to qf having a single non-zero component. This
does not require to solve an optimal control problem, as proposed for instance
in [34, 33].
Minimum energy control of power grids. In the linear regime, power
grids can be modeled as networks of weakly damped coupled harmonic oscil-
lators [13]. The so-called swing equation corresponds in fact to the following
network of damped and coupled harmonic oscillators
Mq¨ +Dq˙ +Kq = Bu, (8)
where D is the matrix of dampings which we assume to be proportional, that
is, that in the modal basis D1 = Ψ
TM−1DM−1Ψ is diagonal. In the state
space representation (5), one gets then
x˙ =
[
0 I
−KM−1 −DM−1
]
x+
[
0
B
]
u, (9)
while in the modal basis
z˙ =
[
0 I
−Ω2 −D1
]
z +
[
0
ΨTM−1B
]
u. (10)
For weak damping, the driver node selection strategies illustrated above can
be applied to the model (9) and so can the method based on wout/win. We
have investigated the minimum energy control of several power grids listed in
Table S1, varying the dampings across several orders of magnitude, see Fig. 5
(a). As expected, for all of them the energy required to achieve controllability
increases as the real part of the eigenvalues moves away from the imaginary
axis, see Fig. 5 (b) and Figs. S7-S10. All strategies still beat a random driver
node placement, even those based on the Gramian (7), formally valid only
for undamped dynamics.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
4 Methods
4.1 Control energy: finite-time horizon formulation
Consider a linear system
x˙ = Ax+Bu (S11)
where x ∈ Rn is the state vector, A ∈ Rn×n is the state update matrix,
B ∈ Rn×m is the input matrix, and u is the m-dimensional input vector. The
reachable set of (S11) in time tf from xo is the set
Rtf (xo) = {x ∈ Rn s. .t. ∃ u : [0, tf ]→ Ω s. t. φ(tf , u, xo) = x}
where φ(t, u, xo) is the solution of (S11) at time t with input u and Ω is the
admissible set of control inputs, here Ω = Rm.
The system (S11) is reachable (or controllable from the origin [2]) in time
tf if any xf ∈ Rn can be reached from 0 by some control u ∈ Ω in time tf ,
i.e. if Rtf (0) = Rn. It is said controllable to the origin if any xo ∈ Rn can
be brought to 0 by some control u ∈ Ω in time tf . The system (S11) is said
completely controllable in time tf if Rtf (xo) = Rn for any xo ∈ Rn.
Finite-time Gramians. The time-tf reachability (or controllability from
0) Gramian is the symmetric matrix
Wr(tf ) =
∫ tf
0
eAτBBT eA
T τdτ, (S12)
while the time-tf controllability to 0 Gramian (normally called the control-
lability Gramian, [2]) is
Wc(tf ) =
∫ tf
0
e−AτBBT e−A
T τdτ. (S13)
The two Gramians are positive definite whenever (A, B) is controllable, and
are related by
Wr(tf ) = e
AtfWc(tf )e
AT tf .
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Similarly, for their inverses,
W−1r (tf ) = e
−AT tfW−1c (tf )e
−Atf .
Finite-time control energy for state transfer. The transfer of the state
from any xo into any other xf in time tf can be accomplished by many
controls. In order to quantify how costly a state transfer is on a system, one
can choose to consider the control input that minimizes the input energy,
i.e., the functional
E(tf ) =
∫ tf
0
‖u(τ)‖2dτ. (S14)
Such control can be computed explicitly [2] as
u(t) = BT eA
T (tf−t)W−1r (tf )(xf − EAtfxo), t ∈ [0, tf ] (S15)
and the corresponding transfer cost as
E(tf ) = (xf − eAtfxo)TW−1r (tf )(xf − eAtfxo). (S16)
The various metrics that have been proposed in the recent and old litera-
ture to quantify the energy needed for state transfer between any two states
xo and xf are in fact all based on the Gramian [24]:
1. λmin(Wr) = λmax(W
−1
r ): the min eigenvalue of the Gramian (equal
to the max eigenvalue of W−1r ) is a worst-case metric, estimating the
energy required to move along the direction which is most difficult to
control.
2. tr(Wr): the trace of the Gramian is inversely proportional to the aver-
age energy required to control a system.
3. tr(W−1r ): the trace of the inverse of the Gramian is proportional to the
average energy needed to control the system.
Minimizing the control energy means maximizing the first and second
measure or minimizing the third. To be more precise on how the control en-
ergy is formed, we have to split the state transfer energy (S16) into subtasks:
1. xo = 0 (reachability problem)
=⇒ Er(tf ) = xTfW−1r (tf )xf ;
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2. xf = 0 (controllability to 0 problem)
=⇒ Ec(tf ) = xTo eA
T tfW−1r (tf )e
Atfxo = x
T
oW
−1
c (tf )xo.
In particular, both Wr(tf ) and Wc(tf ) enter into the cost function. In par-
ticular, to quantify the amount of control energy of these problems we need
to compute the inverse of Wr(tf ) and Wc(tf ).
Let us look at how the stability/instability of the eigenvalues influences
the two costs Er(tf ) and Ec(tf ).
• If A is stable (i.e., Re[λ(A)] < 0), then “escaping from 0” (i.e., the
reachability problem) requires more energy than transferring to 0, (i.e.,
the controllability to 0 problem) because the modes of A naturally tend
to converge to 0.
• If A is antistable (i.e., Re[λ(A)] > 0, −A is stable), then the opposite
considerations are valid: the modes of A tend to amplify the magnitude
of the state, simplifying the reachability problem but complicating the
controllability to 0 problem.
• If A has eigenvalues with both negative and positive real part, the two
situations coexist.
Hence computing a plausible measure of control energy for a generic state
transfer xo → xf requires to take into account the “difficult” directions of
both cases.
4.2 Control energy: infinite-time horizon formulation
When tf →∞, then E(tf ) converges (or diverges) to a quantity
E =
∫ ∞
0
‖u(τ)‖2dτ, (S17)
and so do Er(tf ) and Ec(tf ).
When tf →∞, both Gramians become infinite-time integrals, which may
be convergent or divergent, depending on the modes of A. If A stable, then
Wr =
∫ ∞
0
eAτBBT eA
T τdτ (S18)
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exists finite and it is positive definite if (A, B) controllable. If instead A is
antistable, then it is
Wc =
∫ ∞
0
e−AτBBT e−A
T τdτ (S19)
to exist finite and positive definite when (A, B) controllable. In the mixed
eigenvalues cases the two expression (S18) and (S19) both diverge.
Controllability to 0 in the infinite-time horizon. Let us observe what
happens for instance to the controllability to 0 problem according to the
eigenvalues of A.
• If A is stable, then in correspondence of u = 0, limt→∞ x(t) = 0 for all
xo, meaning that the controllability to 0 problem can be solved with
zero energy Ec = 0. Furthermore, the integral (S12) converges to (S18),
whose value can be computed solving the following Lyapunov equation:
AWr +WrA
T +BBT = 0. (S20)
Such a solution always exists and it is Wr > 0 (positive definite) if the
pair (A, B) is controllable.
• When instead A is antistable, then the integral (S12) diverges as tf →
∞. Hence the solution with u = 0 is no longer feasible as all modes
are unstable (and diverge as soon as xo 6= 0), meaning that to find a
minimizer of (S17) we have to proceed in some other way. Since (A, B)
controllable, we can determine u(t) as if we were computing a stabilizing
feedback law, i.e., expressing u(t) as a function of the state x(t) so
that the resulting closed loop system converges to 0 asymptotically.
Such a feedback law can be computed solving in P an algebraic Riccati
equation (ARE)
P (−A) + (−AT )P + PBBTP = 0. (S21)
Such ARE admits a positive definite solution P , which can in turn be
computed solving in L the Lyapunov equation (in −A, which is stable,
hence a solution L > 0 always exist)
(−A)L+ L(−AT ) +BBT = 0, (S22)
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and then setting P = L−1. It can be verified directly that the control-
lability Gramian Wc in (S19) is one such solution L. Correspondingly
we obtain P = W−1c . From the theory of linear-quadratic regulators
(in particular [40], Ch. 10) the feedback controller
u = −BTPx(t) (S23)
guarantees stability of the closed-loop system
x˙ = (A−BBTP )x
i.e., A− BBTP is a stable matrix. The feedback law (S23) also mini-
mizes the input energy (S17) which is equal to Ec = xToW−1c xo.
• When A has eigenvalues with both positive and negative real part
and no purely imaginary eigenvalues, then the two situations described
above occur simultaneously. Assume A is split into two diagonal blocks,
one consisting of only eigenvalues with negative real part and the second
only of eigenvalues of positive real part. This can always be achieved
through a change of basis [49]. Split B and x(t) accordingly:
x =
[
x1
x2
]
, A =
[
A1 0
0 A2
]
, B =
[
B1
B2
]
,
Re[λ(A1)] < 0
Re[λ(A2)] > 0
(S24)
In the infinite time horizon, the u = 0 control steers optimally the
x1 subvector, while for the x2 part a feedback controller provides the
energy-minimizing solution. From (S21) we obtain that the ARE has
solution
P =
[
0 0
0 P2
]
where P2 solves the ARE for the (A2, B2) subsystem. Hence the control
input
u = −BBTP = −BBT
[
0 0
0 W−12,c
]
achieves a transfer to the origin with minimal energy cost equal to
Ec = xTo Pxo = xT2,oW−12,c x2,o. Furthermore, combining (S20) and (S22),
we have that for (S24) the following two Lyapunov equations must hold
simultaneously:
A1W1,r +W1,rA
T
1 +B1B
T
1 = 0 (S25a)
(−A2)W2,c +W2,c(−AT2 ) +B2BT2 = 0 (S25b)
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Reachability in the infinite-time horizon. Let us now consider the
reachability problem (i.e., controllability from 0). Now the roles of stable
and unstable eigenvalues are exchanged.
• If A stable, reachability requires an active control (here a destabiliz-
ing state feedback law) in order to steer x(t) out of the origin. The
energy-optimal solution consists in choosing u = −BTPx(t) with P > 0
solution of the ARE
PA+ ATP + PBBTP = 0 (S26)
or, equivalently, P = K−1 with K solution of the Lyapunov equation
AK +KAT +BBT = 0. (S27)
A is stable, hence K > 0 solving (S27) and P > 0 solving (S26) always
exist. The resulting closed loop matrix A−BBTP must be antistable.
From (S20) and (S27) it can also be K = Wr, the reachability Gramian.
• If A antistable, then u = 0 is the minimal energy controller (an infinites-
imal amount energy at t = 0 is enough to “kick” the system towards
the right direction xf when initialized in xo = 0; this amount of energy
is negligible in the infinite time horizon considered here). Since −A
stable, a Lyapunov equation like (S22) holds, with solution L = Wc.
• When A has eigenvalues with both positive and negative real part and
no purely imaginary eigenvalues, then a decomposition like (S24) can
be obtained through a change of basis. The complete ARE has now
solution
P =
[
P1 0
0 0
]
=
[
W−11,r 0
0 0
]
,
and the controller achieving the transfer with minimal energy is
u = −BBT
[
W−11,r 0
0 0
]
,
for an amount of energy equal to
Er = xT1,fW−11,r x1,f
The decomposition (S24) also in this case induce a pair of Lyapunov
equations identical to (S25).
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4.3 Mixed Gramian in infinite and finite time horizon
In order to assemble the considerations of the previous sections, it is useful
to introduce a third Gramian which we call mixed Gramian, Wm and which
gathers the directions difficult to control of both the reachability and the
controllability to 0 problems.
Infinite-time horizon mixed Gramian Assume that the spectrum of
A contains k, 0 6 k 6 n, eigenvalues with negative real part, and n − k
eigenvalues with positive real part (and no purely imaginary eigenvalues).
Then, as already mentioned above, there exist a change of basis V bringing
A into the form (S24): [
A¯1 0
0 A¯2
]
= V AV −1 (S28)
and, correspondingly, [
B¯1
B¯2
]
= V B
with Re[λ(A¯1)] < 0 and Re[λ(A¯2)] > 0. In the new basis, the two Lyapunov
equations (S25) hold, which can be rewritten as[
A¯1 0
0 −A¯2
]
W¯ + W¯
[
A¯1 0
0 −A¯2
]T
+
[
B¯1B¯
T
1 0
0 B¯2B¯2
]T
= 0 (S29)
with
W¯m =
[
W¯1,r 0
0 W¯2,c
]
the mixed Gramian. Following [49], the expression of the mixed Gramian in
the original basis is Wm = V
−1W¯mV −T . By construction, the mixed Gramian
matrix Wm always exists and summarizes the infinite-horizon contribution
of the stable eigenvalues to the reachability problem and of the unstable
eigenvalues to the controllability to 0 problem.
Finite-time horizon mixed Gramian Using the insight given by the pre-
vious arguments, it is possible to construct also a finite-time mixed Gramian,
which weights only the modes that are difficult to control in the two state
transfer problems. In the basis in which A is split into stable and antistable
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diagonal blocks, (S28), this is given by
W¯m(tf ) =
[
W¯1,r(tf ) 0
0 W¯2,c(tf )
]
where W¯1,r(tf ) and W¯2,c(tf ) are the equivalent of (S12) and (S13) for the two
subsystems (A¯1, B¯1) and (A¯2, B¯2). An equation like (S29) has no coupling
terms between the two subsystems (i.e., terms of the form B¯1B¯2). These
terms disappear asymptotically, but transiently they give a contribution,
hence the finite-time formulation of W¯m(tf ) is only an approximation. In the
original basis, Wm(tf ) = V
−1W¯m(tf )V −T , and the input energy is
Em(tf ) =
[
xT1,f x
T
2,o
]
Wm(tf )
−1
[
x1,f
x2,o
]
.
Clearly a proxy for this quantity is obtained by simply flipping the sign the
real part of the unstable eigenvalues of A and considering only the reacha-
bility problem on the resulting stable system, or shifting the eigenvalues of
A by adding a diagonal term (see Fig. 2). Equivalently, all eigenvalues can
be made unstable, and the controllability to 0 problem considered.
4.4 Controllability with bounded controls
Consider the system (S11). Assume u ∈ Ω, where Ω is a compact set of Rm
containing the origin in its interior. Assume (A, B) is controllable. Then we
have the following, see [18, 6] and [35], p. 122.
• A necessary and sufficient condition for the origin to be steered to any
point of Rn in finite time (i.e., the reachability problem) is that no
eigenvalue of A has negative real part.
• A necessary and sufficient condition for any point of Rn to be steered
to the origin in finite time (i.e., the controllability to 0 problem) is that
no eigenvalue of A has positive real part.
Combining the two:
• A necessary and sufficient condition for complete controllability (from
any point xo to any point xf ) in finite time is that all eigenvalues have
zero real part.
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4.5 Control of coupled harmonic oscillators
A network of n coupled harmonic oscillators can be written as a system of
second order differential equations
Miq¨i + (ki +
n∑
j=1
kij)qi −
n∑
j=1
kijqj = βiui, i = 1, . . . , n, (S30)
where Mi > 0 is the mass of the i-th oscillator, ki > 0 its stiffness, kij > 0
the coupling stiffness between the i-th and j-th oscillators, and βi ∈ {0, 1}
indicates the presence or absence of a forcing term in the i-th oscillator. In
matrix form, (S30) can be rewritten as
Mq¨ +Kq = Bu, (S31)
where M = MT = diag(Mi) > 0 is the mass matrix, K = K
T > 0 the
stiffness matrix, and B is a n×m matrix whose columns are the elementary
vectors corresponding to the βi = 1. When u = 0, the solutions of (S31) have
the form q = φeiωt in correspondence of the pairs ωj and φ
j, j = 1, . . . , n,
that are the solutions of the generalized eigenvalues/eigenvector equation
(−ω2M +K)φ = 0. (S32)
The ωj are called the natural frequencies of (S31). Denote
Φ =
[
φ1 . . . φn
]
the matrix of eigenvectors. Φ can be used to pass to a so-called modal basis,
in which the oscillators are decoupled. In fact, it can be verified directly
that in correspondence of the change of basis q1 = Φ
−1q, M1 = ΦTMΦ and
K1 = Φ
TKΦ are both diagonal matrices, hence
M1q¨1 +K1q1 = Φ
TBu
has decoupled dynamics (but coupled inputs).
The state space representation of (S31) is 2n dimensional. If
x =
[
M 0
0 M
] [
q
q˙
]
, (S33)
then
x˙ = Aox+Bou =
[
0 I
−KM−1 0
]
x+
[
0
B
]
u. (S34)
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In terms of the state space model (S34), the eigenvalues are λj = ±iωj,
j = 1, . . . , n, of eigenvectors
vj =
[
ψj
ωjψ
j
]
where ψj = Mφj, from which the purely oscillatory nature of Ao is evident.
If we denote
Ω2 =

ω21
ω22
. . .
ω2n
 ,
then, from (S32), M−1KΦ = ΦΩ which implies
Ω2 = Φ−1M−1KΦ
= Φ−1M−1Φ−TΦTKΦ
= M−11 K1.
If Ψ = MΦ, the state space representation in the modal basis
z = Tx =
[
Ψ−1 0
0 Ψ−1
]
x
is given by
z˙ = A1z +B1u =
[
0 I
−Ω2 0
]
z +
[
0
Ψ−1B
]
u. (S35)
From M1 = Ψ
TM−1Ψ, one gets Ψ−1B = M−11 Ψ
TM−1B.
A key advantage of the modal representation is that the Gramian of the
pair (A1, B1) can be computed explicitly. As a matter of fact, when the
eigenvalues are on the imaginary axis, the integral (S12) (or (S13)) diverge,
and hence the infinite-time Gramian cannot be computed. However, in the
modal basis z, Wz(tf ) (or more precisely Wz,r(tf )) is diagonally dominant,
and for tf sufficiently long it can be approximated by its diagonal terms.
These terms are computed explicitly in [3]:
(Wz(tf ))jj =

(M−11 ΨTM−1BBTM−1ΨM
−T
1 )jjtf
2ωj
for 1 6 j 6 n
(M−11 ΨTM−1BBTM−1ΨM
−T
1 )jjtf
2
for n+ 1 6 j 6 2n.
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If we assume that the mass matrix M is diagonal, then it is always possible
to choose Ψ so that M1 = I and K1 diagonal, by suitably rescaling the
eigenvectors ψj. In this case
B1B
T
1 =
[
0
ΨTM−1B
][
0 BTM−1Ψ
]
=
[
0 0
0 ΨTM−1BBTM−1Ψ
]
,
and the Gramian is determined by the lower diagonal block. When the
columns ofB are elementary vectors as in our case, the product ΨTM−1BBTM−1Ψ
can be written explicitly as sum of rank-1 matrices:
ΨTM−1BBTM−1Ψ =
n∑
j=1
βj
M2j
ψ
1
j
...
ψnj
 [ψ1j . . . ψnj ]
(only m of the n factors βj ∈ {0, 1} are nonzero) and its diagonal entries are
diag(ΨTM−1BBTM−1Ψ) =
n∑
j=1
βj
M2j
(ψ
1
j )
2
. . .
(ψnj )
2
 . (S36)
Hence the expression for the Gramian in the modal basis is
Wz(tf ) ≈

∑n
j=1
βj
M2j
(ψ1j )
2
2ω21
. . . ∑n
j=1
βj
M2j
(ψnj )
2
2ω2n ∑n
j=1
βj
M2j
(ψ1j )
2
2
. . . ∑n
j=1
βj
M2j
(ψnj )
2
2

tf .
Notice the linearity in tf , meaning that all components diverge to ∞ with
the same speed when tf → ∞. This expression can be used to compute
the various measures of control energy we have adopted in the paper, and
hence to optimize the driver node placement problem. For instance, selecting
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inputs according to λmin(Wz) amounts to solving the following MILP max-
min problem:
max
βj
min
i
n∑
j=1
βj
M2j
(ψij)
2
subject to
n∑
j=1
βi = m
βj ∈ {0, 1}
which can be solved exactly only for systems of moderate size. However,
efficient heuristics can be derived for it, such as Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Driver node placement that maximizes tr(Wz).
Input:
yi =
1
M2i
[
(ψ1i )
2
2ω21
. . .
(ψni )
2
2ω2n
(ψ1i )
2
2
. . .
(ψni )
2
2
]
, i = 1, . . . , n
1. Choose iˆ = argmaxi(−‖yi‖∞) = argmaxi(mink yik)
• ys = yiˆ
• I = {1, 2, . . . , n} \ { iˆ }
• O = { iˆ }
2. For c = 2, 3, . . . ,m
• compute jˆ = argmaxj∈I(−‖ys + yj‖∞)
• ys = ys + yjˆ
• I = I \ { jˆ }
• O = O ∪ { jˆ }
Output: O
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If instead we choose to maximize the tr(Wz), then we get
max
βj
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
βj
M2j
(ψij)
2
2(1 + ω2i )
subject to
n∑
j=1
βj = m
βj ∈ {0, 1}
Since tr(Wz) is linear in the βj, this is a linear optimization problem, hence
solvable exactly and efficiently for any n. Finally, also for the minimization
of tr(W−1z )
min
βj
tr(W−1z )
subject to
n∑
j=1
βj = m
βj ∈ {0, 1}
an efficient heuristic can be set, as outlined in Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2 Driver node placement that minimizes tr(W−1z ).
Input:
yi =
1
M2i
[
(ψ1i )
2
2(1+ω21)
. . .
(ψni )
2
2(1+ω2n)
]
, i = 1, . . . , n
1. Choose iˆ = argmaxi
∑n
k=1
1
yik
• ys = yiˆ
• I = {1, 2, . . . , n} \ { iˆ }
• O = { iˆ }
2. For c = 2, 3, . . . ,m
• compute jˆ = argmaxj∈I
∑n
k=1
1
ysk+y
j
k
• ys = ys + yjˆ
• I = I \ { jˆ }
• O = O ∪ { jˆ }
Output: O
Looking at an expression like (S36), it is possible to understand what kind
of behavior yields good controllability properties to certain driver nodes. For
instance when measuring according to λmin(Wz), from (S36), the columns
of ΨT express how nodes in the original basis are spread among the state
variables in the modal basis. What is needed is an eigenbasis such that the
j-th component of all eigenvectors has “support” on all the directions of the
state space, i.e., all ψ1j , . . . , ψ
n
j are nonvanishing and possibly all as large as
possible. Since Wz is approximated well by a diagonal matrix, the “coverage”
effect of control inputs is additive, hence choosing a pair of controls i and
j for which the sum of {ψki }k=1...,n and {ψkj }k=1...,n has all components that
are as large as possible guarantees an improvement in the control cost with
respect to taking only one of the two inputs.
Notice that although M and K are both symmetric, KM−1 need not be,
hence Ψ need not be an orthogonal matrix. It can be rendered orthogonal if
a slightly different modal basis is chosen, see [12] for the details. In that case
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ΨT = Ψ−1 i.e., the “coverage” discussed here is given by the left eigenvectors
of (S32), condition sometimes considered in the literature [14].
Another basis for the state space that can be used in place of (S33) is
given by x˜ =
[
q
q˙
]
. With this choice, the state space realization is
˙˜x = A˜ox˜+ B˜ou =
[
0 I
−M−1K 0
]
x˜+
[
0
M−1B
]
u. (S37)
It is straightforward to verify that in this basis the roles of win and wout
are exchanged, hence a criterion for driver node selection becomes ranking
according to win/wout (instead of wout/win).
5 Datasets
The power networks used in the paper are listed in Table S1. All nodes are
treated equally, regardless of their function as generators or loads in the real
grid.
Network type nodes edges source
North EU power grid 236 320 [23]
IEEE 300 test grid 300 409 https://www.ee.washington.edu/research/pstca/
French power grid 1888 2308 [16]
USA power grid 4941 6591 [44]
Table S1: Power grids used in this study.
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Figure 1: Reachability and Controllability-to-0 problems. (a): The reachability
(or controllability-from-0) problem is difficult along the stable eigendirections of A
(red curves in the leftmost panel) and easy along the unstable ones (blue). This is
reflected in the surfaces of Er(tf ) = xTfW−1r (tf )xf shown in the 3 rightmost panels.
In particular, the reachability problem requires limited control energy when A is
antistable (rightmost panel). (b): The controllability-to-0 problem is difficult along
the unstable eigendirections of A (red) and easy along the stable ones (blue). The
input energy surfaces, Ec(tf ) = xToW−1c (tf )xo, reflect these properties. The case of
A stable requires the least control energy. (c): The problem studied in this paper
is a mixture of the two cases, collecting the worst-case of both. When the real
part of the eigenvalues of A is squeezed towards the imaginary axis as in the lower
right panels of Fig. 2(a), the input energy reduces accordingly.
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Figure 2: (a): Circular law and eigenvalue location. For a random matrix, the
circular law allows to obtain state matrices A with eigenvalues in prescribed loca-
tions, for instance in the unit disk (blue) or in the shifted unit disk (red and yellow)
by altering the diagonal of A. The elliptic law allows to squeeze the eigenvalue
location along one of the two axes of the complex plane (violet, green and cyan).
(b): Control energy for various metrics when the number of (randomly chosen)
inputs grows. The data show a mean over 100 realizations of dimension n = 1000
(for each realization 100 different edge weights assignments are considered). The
color code is as in (a). For all three metrics used to measure the control energy
(λmin(Wm), tr(Wm) which should both be maximized, and tr(W
−1
m ) which should
be minimized), the performances are strictly a function of the position of the eigen-
values of A. The minimum of the control energy is achieved when the eigenvalues
have very small real part (cyan) and worsen with growing real part, following the
order: cyan, green, blue, violet.
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Figure 3: Driver node placement strategy: ranking according to rw = wout/win.
(a): When the driver nodes are chosen according to the ratio rw, then all the
control energy measures improve with respect to a random node selection. Here
λmin(Wm) is shown, the other energy measures are in Fig. S3. Measures are means
(and st. dev.) over 100 realizations of size n = 1000; for each realization 100
edge weight assignments are tested. (b): For ER networks, the improvement in
λmin(Wm) increases with the sparsity of the graph (inset: zoomed comparison in
linear scale). For other topologies, like SF directed graphs with indegree exponent
γin = 3.14 and outdegree exponent γout = 2.87, the improvement is remarkably
more significant (two orders of magnitude, violet curve, see also Fig. S5 for more
details). (c): the ratio rw of ranked nodes is shown. For SF networks, the fraction
of nodes having high rw is much bigger than that of ER networks, and this leads
to the much better performances in terms of control energy. The shaded areas
represent the values of m tested in our computations.
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Figure 4: Driver node placement strategies for a network of coupled harmonic
oscillators. (a): The concept of driver node is basis dependent: when the basis
changes in state space (for instance we pass from (5) to (6)), the control inputs no
longer target a single node, but become spread across the entire state space (now
decoupled into non-interacting modes). (b): Comparison of different driver node
placement strategies for n = 1000 coupled harmonic oscillators. Shown are means
over 100 realizations (with 100 edge weights samples taken for each realization).
Red: driver node placement based on λmin(Wz). Violet: placement based on
tr(Wz). Green: placement based on tr(W
−1
z ). Cyan: placement based on wout/win.
Blue: random input assignment. All driver node placement strategies always beat
a random assignment, often by orders of magnitude. The green and red curves
give similar performances and so do the cyan and violet. Notice that for tr(Wz)
the violet curve gives the exact optimum. (c): Overlap in the node ranking of the
different driver node placement strategies. Color code is the same as in (b). The
only highly significant overlap is between wout/win and tr(Wz), while λmin(Wz) and
tr(W−1z ) correspond to different node ranking patterns. Notice that none of the
strategies orders nodes according to win/wout (mid panel). (d) Inverse correlation
between Mi and wout/win (correlation coefficient around −0.75 in average).36
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Figure 5: Minimum energy control of power grids for varying damping coefficients.
(a): The eigenvalues of the state space system (9) for the North EU power grid
[23] with uniformly distributed masses (〈Mi〉 = 10) and damping coefficients that
vary across 4 orders of magnitude. (b): Control energy for the metric λmin(Wr)
when the driver nodes are placed according to λmin(Wr) (left panel), wout/win
(mid panel), or randomly (right panel). The values of λmin(Wr) corresponding
to the 4 choices of damping made in (a) are shown in solid lines (same color
code as in (a)), while in dotted lines the values of λmin(Wz) are shown (suitably
normalized to eliminate the explicit dependence from tf , see (7)). The insets show
the same quantities in log scale. Values are all averages over 100 realizations.
For all three driver node placement strategies, the performances worsen as the
damping is increased. Comparing the three panels, wout/win performs similarly to
λmin(Wr), and both outperform a random placement by orders of magnitude.
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Figure S1: Analogous of Fig. 2, but for networks with an ER topology with
edge probability p = 0.05. (a): Six different eigenvalues locations in the complex
plane for ER graphs of size n = 1000 and random edges weights. The circular
law and the elliptic law are still valid. (b): Control energy for various metrics
when the number of (randomly chosen) inputs grows. The data show a mean over
100 realizations of dimension n = 1000 (for each realization 100 different edge
weights assignments are considered). The color code is as in (a). For all three
metrics used to measure the control energy (λmin(Wm), tr(Wm) which should both
be maximized, and tr(W−1m ) which should be minimized), the performances are
strictly a function of the position of the eigenvalues of A. The minimum of the
control energy is achieved when the eigenvalues have very small real part (cyan)
and worsen with growing real part, following the order: cyan, green, blue, violet.
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Figure S2: Computing control energies in finite time and infinite time. For the
various measures of control energy considered in the paper (λmin(Wm), tr(Wm)
and tr(W−1m )), the plots show the profile in time when computations are performed
using Wm(tf ), for various values of tf . The value for tf = ∞ is also shown for
comparison. For this specific example (full network of size n = 1000 and m = 400
controls), some measures converge much faster than others. For instance tr(W−1m )
achieves its infinite-time value extremely quickly, while tr(Wm) converges very
slow. Also the condition number of Wm (i.e., λmax(Wm)/λmin(Wm), lower right
panel) converges to its asymptotic value.
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Figure S3: Driver node placement for ER networks with p = 0.05. (a): Compari-
son between the value of the various measures of control energy obtained for driver
node placement strategies based on rw = wout/win (red) and the same measure
for random driver node assignments (blue). As can be seen on the ratios shown in
(b), all measures improve, especially when m is low. Notice that also the condition
number of Wm (i.e., λmax(Wm)/λmin(Wm), lower right panel) improves.
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Figure S4: Degree distributions of the various networks used in this study. (a):
Average indegree and outdegree of the ER networks (with p = 0.05 and p = 0.01)
and SF networks. The SF networks are generated using the algorithm of [5],
with indegree exponent γin = 3.14 and outdegree exponent γout = 2.87. To avoid
problems with controllability, extra edges are added randomly among different
strongly connected components, until strong connectivity is achieved on the entire
graph. The difference in the in/out exponent is still clearly visible. (b): Histogram
of outdegree/indegree ratio for the various networks. The SF networks reflect our
choice of γout < γin.
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Figure S5: Driver node placement for SF networks with γin = 3.14 and γout = 2.87.
(a): Comparison between the value of the various measures of control energy ob-
tained for driver node placement strategies based on rw = wout/win (red) and
the same measure for random driver node assignments (blue). As the ratios in
(b) show, the improvement in all measures is normally of several orders of mag-
nitude. Also the condition number of Wm (i.e., λmax(Wm)/λmin(Wm)) improves
substantially.
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Figure S6: Driver node placement for a network of n = 1000 coupled harmonic
oscillators. The figure is the analogous of Fig. 4, but now the coupling matrix
K is fully connected. (a): Shown are means over 50 realizations (with 100 edge
weight samples taken for each realization). Red: driver node placement based
on λmin(Wz). Violet: placement based on tr(Wz). Green: placement based on
tr(W−1z ). Cyan: placement based on wout/win. Blue: random input assignment.
All driver node placement strategies still beat a random assignment, but with
worse performances with respect to Fig. 4. Of the four measures, λmin(Wz) and
tr(W−1z ) tend to behave similarly and so do wout/win and tr(Wz) (in the mid plot
they completely overlap, and both give the true optimum). (b): Overlap in the
node ranking of the different driver node placement strategies. Color code is the
same as in (a). The only highly significant overlap is still between wout/win and
tr(Wz) (> 90%), while λmin(Wz) and tr(W
−1
z ) correspond to different node ranking
patterns. None of the strategies orders nodes according to win/wout, as expected.
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Figure S7: Minimum energy control of power grids with varying damping coef-
ficients. North EU power grid. This Figure complements Fig. 5(b) of the paper.
(a): Control energy for the metric tr(Wr) when the driver nodes are placed ac-
cording to λmin(Wr) (left panel), wout/win (mid panel), or randomly (right panel).
The color code is a function of the damping coefficients, with the same convention
as in Fig. 5(a) of the paper. The values of tr(Wr) are shown in solid lines, while
in dotted lines the values of tr(Wz) are shown (suitably normalized to eliminate
the explicit dependence from tf ). Values are averages over 100 realizations. (b):
Control energy for the metric tr(W−1r ), with the same conventions as in (a).
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Figure S8: Minimum energy control of power grids with varying damping coef-
ficients. IEEE 300 bus test power network. (a): Control energy for the metric
λmin(Wr) when the driver nodes are placed according to λmin(Wr) (left panel),
wout/win (mid panel), or randomly (right panel). The color code is a function of
the damping coefficients, using the same convention as in Fig. 5(a) of the paper.
The values of λmin(Wr) are shown in solid lines, while in dotted lines the values
of λmin(Wz) are shown (suitably normalized to eliminate the explicit dependence
from tf ). Values are averages over 100 realizations. Data are missing when the
Gramian Wr is too close to singular in too many trials. (b): Control energy for
the metric tr(Wr) when the driver nodes are placed according to λmin(Wr) (left
panel), wout/win (mid panel), or randomly (right panel). The values of tr(Wr) are
shown in solid lines, while in dotted lines the values of tr(Wz) are shown. (c):
Control energy for the metric tr(W−1r ), with the same conventions as in (a) and
(b).
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Figure S9: Minimum energy control of power grids with varying damping coef-
ficients. French high/mid voltage power grid. (a): Control energy for the metric
λmin(Wr) when the driver nodes are placed according to λmin(Wr) (left panel),
wout/win (mid panel), or randomly (right panel). The color code is a function of
the damping coefficients, using the same convention as in Fig. 5(a) of the paper.
The values of λmin(Wr) are shown in solid lines, while in dotted lines the values
of λmin(Wz) are shown (suitably normalized to eliminate the explicit dependence
from tf ). Data are missing when the Gramian Wr is too close to singular (mostly
when driver nodes are chosen randomly, right column). (b): Control energy for
the metric tr(Wr) when the driver nodes are placed according to λmin(Wr) (left
panel), wout/win (mid panel), or randomly (right panel). The values of tr(Wr) are
shown in solid lines, while in dotted lines the values of tr(Wz) are shown. (c):
Control energy for the metric tr(W−1r ), with the same conventions as in (a) and
(b).
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Figure S10: Minimum energy control of power grids with varying damping coef-
ficients. USA power grid. (a): Control energy for the metric λmin(Wr) when the
driver nodes are placed according to λmin(Wr) (left panel), wout/win (mid panel),
or randomly (right panel). The color code is a function of the damping coefficients,
using the same convention as in Fig. 5(a) of the paper. The values of λmin(Wr) are
shown in solid lines, while in dotted lines the values of λmin(Wz) are shown (suit-
ably normalized to eliminate the explicit dependence from tf ). Data are missing
when the Gramian Wr is numerically too close to singular in too many trials. (b):
Control energy for the metric tr(Wr) when the driver nodes are placed according
to λmin(Wr) (left panel), wout/win (mid panel), or randomly (right panel). The
values of tr(Wr) are shown in solid lines, while in dotted lines the values of tr(Wz)
are shown. (c): Control energy for the metric tr(W−1r ), with the same conventions
as in (a) and (b).
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